
The Tara Pool and Lake 



Twenty five years ago Citywest was begun with the 

landscape development of the first fifteen acres 
extending from the N7 ( the old Naas Road ) and 

including the road bridge and as far as the Tara Pool 
Area. The development of business parks or 

campus around the world at that time placed great 
emphasis on the landscape and working 

environment, and against all trends in Ireland at that 
time the landscape was created before any 

buildings were built. 

The concept of the landscape was to create a 
natural setting based on that found in the west of 

Ireland, but at a location with the logistical 
advantages of the capital city of Dublin . Within 3 

months of planning permission seventy thousand 
sapling trees were planted as an on site nursery, 

these trees were then lifted and transplanted over a 
ten year period. This permitted the opportunity to 

create an immediately mature setting for the 
buildings and minimum cost and loss. 

A series of lakes and watercourses were built, and 

20 years later the Waterside Development was built 
overlooking the lakes, waterfall and cascade and its 

mature woodland backdrop. Over 5,000 tons of 
stone was used and drawn from the Dublin 

mountains behind Tallaght.

The design of the upper lake, lower lake and connecting stream 



The design of the upper Tara Lake 



Tara Lake overlooked by Fidelity and the phased development of the crescent

At the centre of Citywest lies the Tara Pool and Lake, over time it is designed to be encircled by a crescent of buildings.



Tara Lake in autumn



The Central Green within the Tara Lake.



Reflections of a summer day at Tara Lake capturing the ever-changing Irish landscape.



With the power and efficiency of modern 

earth moving machinery from the company 

of Pat Mulcair Engineering Ltd, The Tara 

Lake was excavated. 

The cut material was transported to 

landscape the bridge over the N7, and to 

terrace the slip roads leading to it.

The excavation and bulk shifting was the 

work of many, but the shaping was by 

Christy Brown. Christy was a man from the 

south west of Ireland brought up looking 

out over-looking the Atlantic. To Christy it 

was like re-creating the landscape on auto 

pilot, using the bucket of the machine like a 

sculptor using a chisel.



Nature willing and playing its part, the landscape 

concept at Citywest may on occasion re-create a 

landscape that has similar qualities to those 

rural places which inspired the artists’ 

imagination in the past. 

It is the reversal of the process through design 

to create an atmosphere, in effect an outdoor 

theatre, similar to that which encouraged the 

Irish myths and poetry as articulated in the past 

by the Bard (poet, Seanchaidhe (storyteller) and 

Oirfididh (musician). 

It happens occasionally as with these pictures of 

the Tara Lake looking through the mist, the frost 

and at night



The mist of autumn at Tara Lake



The frost of winter at Tara Lake



Resident Swan at night in the Tara Lake



Tara Brooch

Tara Pin

Outer circle 

Inner circle

Standing Stones

Tara Lake

Island and causeway

Crescent bridge

`Central Green

Central to Citywest is the Tara Lake, 
and central to the lake is the Tara 
Pool. The design takes its reference 
from the Hill of Tara, but takes it’s 
form from the Tara Brooch





The Tara Pool area was based on the Tara Brooch with 2 interlocking rings, one inner circle paved with standing stones where the 
jewels would appear on the brooch, and a second circle of water split into an outer pool and an inner pool. The pools are fed from a 
spring flowing from a quartz stone in the centre. 

Two low stones are placed on the outer ring in the water as potential seats for musicians to perform.

A line runs through the two circles like the pin of the brooch, and extends into the outer lake, as in a dry stone field wall when 
submerged in times of flood. The stone came from the area of Ardrahan, and followed by the stone mason Sean Stankard.











“An architecture in league with the stones of the field.” Frank Lloyd Wright.





“Our legends are always associated with places, and not merely every mountain and valley, but every strange stone and little coppice has its legend, preserved 
in written or unwritten tradition.” AE Russell





Island and causeway



Long view of the island across the lake









View of the island of the lake and resident swan at night 







Highlight and reflections of colour



Highlight and reflections of colour



Highlight and reflections of colour across the lake hy the island



Places to rest, to read, to meet, to lunch or to just watch the day go by.










